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RARE KAON DECAY K+! �+���IN SU(3)C 
 SU(3)L
U(1)N MODELSHoang Ngo Long a;b*, Le Phuo Trung , Vo Thanh Van ba Asia Pai� Center for Theoretial PhysisSeoul 135-080, Koreab Institute of Physis, P. O. Box 429, Bo HoHanoi 10000, Vietnam HCM ity Branh, Institute of PhysisHo Chi Minh ity, VietnamSubmitted 1 November 2000The rare kaon deay K+ ! �+��� is onsidered in the framework of models based on the SU(3)C 

 SU(3)L 
 U(1)N (3�3�1) gauge group. In the 3�3�1 model with right-handed neutrinos, the lower boundof the Z0 mass at the value of 3 TeV is derived, and that in the minimal version, at 1.7 TeV.PACS: 12.10.-g, 12.60.-i, 13.20.Eb, 13.25.Es, 14.60.St1. INTRODUCTIONThe kaon is the lightest hadron having a non-zerostrangeness quantum number. Due to the weak inter-ations, the kaon deays into zero-strangeness statesontaining pions, photons, and/or leptons. The physisof kaons has played a major role in the development ofpartile physis. The onept of strangeness, with itsimpliations for the quark model, the disovery of theP and CP violation, and the GIM mehanism have allemerged from the study of K mesons. Today, rare kaondeays remain a �eld of ative investigations (see for ex-ample [1℄). Flavour hanging neutral urrents (FCNC)are ompletely suppressed at the tree level by the GIMmehanism in the standard model (SM). In the se-ond or higher order interations, this suppression is notomplete beause of di�erent quark masses [2℄.The �rst experimental evidene for atmospherineutrino osillations and onsequently a non-zero neu-trino mass observed at the SuperKamiokande Col-laboration alls for an extension of the SM. Amongthe possible models, those based on the SU(3)C 

SU(3)L
U(1)N (3�3�1) gauge group [3�6℄ ontain anumber of intriguing features. First, the models preditthree families of quarks and leptons if the anomaly-free*E-mail: hnlong�iop.nst.a.vn

ondition on SU(3)L
U(1)N and the QCD asymptotifreedom are imposed. Seond, the Peei�Quinn sym-metry naturally ours in these models [7℄. The thirdinteresting point is that one generation of quarks istreated di�erently from the other two. This ould leadto a natural explanation for the unbalaningly heavytop quark. This family nonuniversality also leads to theFCNC by the Z 0 urrents at the tree level [8, 9℄. Finally,the 3�3�1 models predit new physis at a sale onlyslightly above the SM sale (several TeVs) [8, 9, 10, 11℄.In this work, we onsider the impliations of themain two 3�3�1 models for the rare K+ ! �+��� de-ay; our aim is to obtain a bound on the Z 0 mass.2. THE RARE KAON DECAY K+ ! �+���IN 3�3�1 MODELS2.1. The deay in the 3�3�1 model withright-handed neutrinosWe �rst reapitulate the basi elements of themodel. The leptons in this model are arranged intotriplets, with the third member being a right-handedneutrino [5, 6℄,633
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faL = 0B� �aLeaL(�L)a 1CA�(1; 3;�1=3); eaR�(1; 1;�1); (1)where a = 1; 2; 3 is the family index.The �rst two families of quarks are in antitripletsand the third one is in a triplet,QiL = 0B� diL�uiLDiL 1CA � (3; �3; 0); (2)uiR � (3; 1; 2=3); diR � (3; 1;�1=3);DiR � (3; 1;�1=3); i = 1; 2;Q3L = 0B� u3Ld3LTL 1CA � (3; 3; 1=3); (3)u3R � (3; 1; 2=3); d3R � (3; 1;�1=3); TR � (3; 1; 2=3):The gauge bosons in this model are the photon (A),Z;Z 0;W�; Y �, and omplex neutral bosons X0 andX�0,p2 W+� = W 1� � iW 2� ; p2 Y �� = W 6� � iW 7� ;p2 X0� = W 4� � iW 5� ;A� = sWW 3�+W  � tWp3W 8�+r1� t2W3 B�! ;Z� = WW 3��sW  � tWp3W 8�+r1� t2W3 B�! ;Z 0� =r1� t2W3 W 8� + tWp3 B�; (4)

where we use the notation sW � sin �W and tW �� tg �W . The physial states are a mixture of Z and Z 0,Z1 = Z os�� Z 0 sin�;Z2 = Z sin�+ Z 0 os�;where � is the mixing angle.The interations between fermions and Z1; Z2 aregiven byLNC = g2W �� � �f�[a1L(f)(1� 5) + a1R(f)(1 + 5)℄fZ1� ++ �f�[a2L(f)(1� 5) + a2R(f)(1 + 5)℄fZ2�	 ; (5)

where a1L;R(f) = [T 3(fL;R)� s2WQ(f)℄ os��� 2W � 3N(fL;R)(3� 4s2W )1=2 �� (3� 4s2W )1=222W Y (fL;R)� sin�;a2L;R(f) = 2W � 3N(fL;R)(3� 4s2W )1=2 �� (3� 4s2W )1=222W Y (fL;R)��� os�+ [T 3(fL;R)� s2WQ(f)℄ sin�;
(6)

where T 3(f) and Q(f) are, respetively, the third om-ponent of the weak isospin and the harge of thefermion f . The mixing angle � is onstrained to bevery small [6℄, �2:8 � 10�3 � � � 1:8 � 10�4 and antherefore be negleted.Beause one family of left-handed quarks is treateddi�erently from the other two, the N harges forleft-handed quarks are also di�erent (see Eq. (3)).Therefore, the �avour-hanging neutral urrent Z 0 o-urs through a mismath between weak and mass eigen-states. We diagolize the mass matries by three biuni-tary transformationsU 0L = V UL UL; U 0R = V UR UR;D0L = V DL DL; D0R = V DR DR; (7)where U � (u; ; t)T and D � (d; s; b)T . The usualCabibbo�Kobayashi�Maskawa matrix is given byVCKM = V U+L V DL : (8)Using unitarity of the V D and V U matries, we obtainthe �avour-hanging neutral interations [9℄LNCds = gW2p3� 4s2W �V D�LidV DLis� �dL�sLZ 0�; (9)where i denotes the number of �di�erent� quark fami-lies, i.e., the SU(3)L quark triplet. It was shown inRef. [9℄ that i must be equal to 3, i.e., the third familyof quarks must be di�erent from the �rst two.We onsider the deayK+(p1)! �+(p2)�(k1)��(k2); (10)where the symbols in parentheses stand for the mo-menta of the partiles. The one-loop e�etive SM La-grangian for this proess was alulated by Inami andLim and other authors [2℄. Due to family nonuniversal-ity in the 3�3�1 models, the deay an be mediated by634
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Fig. 1. Feynman diagram for K+ ! �+��� in the3�3�1 modelsZ 0 at the tree level. The Feynman diagram ontribut-ing to the above deay is depited in Fig. 1.The deay amplitude is given byM(K+ ! �+���) = GFp2 m2WM2Z0 V D�LbdV DLbs �� h�+(p2)j�sL�dLjK+(p1)i��L(k1)��L(k2); (11)where mW and MZ0 stand for the W and Z 0 bosonmasses respetively.For our initial purpose, we present the wellmeasured semileptoni deay K+(p1) ! �0(p2) �� e+(k1)�(k2). The tree-level amplitude for thisproess an be written asM(K+ ! �0e+�) = GFp2 V �us �� h�0(p2)j�sL�uLjK+(p1)i��eL(k1)�eL(k2): (12)The isospin symmetry relates hadroni matrix ele-ments in (11) to (12) to a very good preision [12℄,h�+(p2)j�sL�dLjK+(p1)i == p2h�0(p2)j�sL�uLjK+(p1)i: (13)Negleting di�erenes in the phase spae of two onsid-ered deays ourring beausem�+ 6= m�0 andme 6= 0,we sum over the three neutrino �avours and obtainBrrhn(K+ ! �+���)Br(K+ ! �0e+�) == 6�m2WM2Z0�2 jV �DLbdV DLbsj2jV �usj2 ; (14)where the symbol rhn added to the branhing ratio in-diates the ase under onsideration. We now applythe simple Fritzsh [13℄ sheme asV Dij � �mimj�1=2 ; i < j: (15)
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Fig. 2. Branhing ratio (Br) as a funtion of MZ0Inserting (15) in (14), we obtainBrrhn(K+ ! �+���) = 6�m2WM2Z0 �2 �� mdmsm2bV 2usBr(K+ ! �0 e+ �): (16)In Fig. 2, we plot Brrhn as a funtion of MZ0 , usingthe data [14℄mW = 80:41 GeV; jVusj = 0:2196;md = 7 MeV;ms = 115 MeV; mb = 4:3 GeV;Br(K+ ! �0e+�) = 4:42 � 10�2: (17)The horizontal lines are the upper (4:9 � 10�10) and thelower (0:3 � 10�10) experimental data [15℄.From the �gure, we see that the lower bound on theZ 0 mass is in the range from 2.3 TeV to 4.35 TeV. Thisbound is approximately twie bigger than that derivedfrom the mass di�erene of the kaon mixing system�mK [9℄. We thus arrive at the previous onlusionagain: for the Z 0 mass to be relatively low, the thirdfamily of quarks must be di�erent from the other two.2.2. The deay in the minimal 3�3�1 modelThis model treats the leptons as SU(3)L an-titriplets [4, 10℄, with the third element being the an-tilepton (the name of this version omes from the fatthat no new leptons are introdued)faL = 0B� eaL��aL(e)a 1CA � (1; �3; 0): (18)635



H. N. Long, L. P. Trung, V. T. Van ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 119, âûï. 4, 2001Of the nine gauge bosonsW a(a = 1; 2; : : : ; 8) and B ofSU(3)L and U(1)N , four are light: the photon (A), Z,and W�. The remaining �ve orrespond to new heavygauge bosons Z 0 and Y � and the doubly harged bilep-tons X��. They are expressed in terms of W a and Bas [10℄p2 W+� = W 1� � iW 2� ; p2 Y +� =W 6� � iW 7� ;p2 X++� = W 4� � iW 5� ;A� = sWW 3�+W �p3tWW 8�+q1�3 t2WB�� ;Z� = WW 3��sW �p3tWW 8�+q1�3t2WB�� ;Z 0� = �q1� 3 t2W W 8� +p3 tW B�: (19)As before, the physial states are a mixture of Z and Z 0,Z1 = Z os�� Z 0 sin�;Z2 = Z sin�+ Z 0 os�;and the mixing angle � is also bounded to be very small.We an therefore assume � � 0. Applying Eq. (4.4)in [10℄, we obtain the interations among Z 0 and neu-trinos, a0V (�) = �a0A(�) = 12p3q1� 4s2W : (20)One neessary vertex, namely the FCNC, is given in [8℄,LNCds = gW2p3(1� 4s2W ) �V D�LidV DLis� �dL�sLZ 0�: (21)Combining (20) and (21), we obtain the deay ampli-tudeMmin(K+ ! �+���) = 13 GFp2 m2WM2Z0 V D�LbdV DLbs �� h�+(p2)j�sL�dLjK+(p1)i��L(k1)��L(k2): (22)From Eq. (22), it is straightforward to obtainBrmin(K+ ! �+���)Br(K+ ! �0e+�) == 23 �m2WM2Z0�2 jV �DLbdV DLbsj2jV �usj2 : (23)As in the previous setion, we plot Brmin as a fun-tion of MZ0 in Fig. 2. As a onsequene, the lowerbound on the Z 0 mass is in the range from 1.25 TeVto 2.45 TeV. This bound is bigger than the one derived

from the mass di�erene of the kaon mixing system�mK (see Dumm et al. in [8℄). For the Z 0 mass to berelatively low, the third family of quarks must be di�er-ent from the other two. It is worth mentioning that thebranhing ratio is not sensitive to the value for sin2 �W ,while the expression for �mK in the minimal versionis very sensitive due to the fator (1� 4s2W )�1.3. CONCLUSIONSWe have onsidered the rare kaon deay K+ !! �+��� in the 3�3�1 models at the tree level. It wasshown that in the model involving right-handed neu-trinos, the deay width is by about one order biggerthan in the minimal version. As a result, we obtainedbounds on the Z 0 mass in the range from 2.3 TeV to4.3 TeV in the model with right-handed neutrinos andfrom 1.2 TeV to 2.4 TeV in the minimal version. Thereis a point worth noting: these mass limits are in agree-ment with the reent analysis [16℄ showing that thereare indiations of Z 0 in eletroweak preision data. Wedo hope that the new experimental data from the Col-laborations at BNL and Fermilab will bring new indi-ations of the Extra neutral gauge boson Z 0 � one ofthe best motivated extensions of the SM.In this work, we onsidered only the CP onser-vating kaon deay K+ ! �+���. Impliations for theCP violating K and B deays are subjets of futurestudies.One of the authors (H. N. L) thanks the APCTPfor �nanial support and hospitality extended to him.This work is supported in part by Vietnam NationalResearh programme on Natural Sienes under grantKT-04.1.2. REFERENCES1. J. Bijnens, G. Eker, and J. Gasser, in TheDAPHNE physis handbook, Vol. I, ed. by L. Ma-iani, G. Panheri, and N. Paver, Frasati (1994),p. 115. J. Bijnens, G. Colangelo, G. Eker,J. Gasser, and M. E. Sainio, Nul. Phys. B 508,263 (1997). A. Buras, in Probing of the StandardModel of Partiles Interations, ed. by F. Davidand R. Gupta, Elsevier, Amsterdam (1998), (E-print arhive, hep-ph/9806471). G. Buhalla, CERN-TH/2000-057 (E-print arhive, hep-ph/0002207).G. D'Ambrosio, INFNNA-IV-2000/5 (E-print arhive,hep-ph/0002254). A. Buras et al., TUM-HEP-382/00(E-print arhive, hep-ph/0007313).636
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